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Abstract 
Many applications dealing with geometry acquisition and processing produce polygonal meshes that carry arti-
facts like discretization noise. While there are many approaches to remove the artifacts by smoothing or .filtering 
the mesh, they are not tailored to any speci.fic application subject to· certain restrictive objectives. We show how 
to incorporate smoothing schemes based on the general Laplacian approximation to satsify all those objectives at 
the same time for the results of fiow simulation in the application .field of car manufacturing. 
In the presented application setting the major restrictions come from the bounding volume of the fiow simulation, 
the so-called installation space. In particular, clean mesh regions (without noise) should not be smoothed while at 
the same time the installation space must not be violated by the smoothing of the noisy mesh regions. Additionally, 
aliasing effects at the bounda·ry between clean and noisy mesh regions must be prevented. To address the fact that 
the meshes come from fiow simulation, the presented method is versatile enough to preserve their exact volume 
and to apply anisotropic .filters using the fiow information. 
Although the paper focuses on the results of a speci.fic application, rrwst of its .findings can be transferred to 
different settings as weil. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): 1.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Geometrie algorithms, 
languages, and systems 
Keywords: voxel data, smoothing, anisotropic smoothing, Laplacian smoothing. 
1. Introduction 
Polygonal surfaces are a comfortable and wide-spread way 
to represent geometric models. One particular problem usu-
ally found with surfaces reconstructed from physical scan-
ning is the inherent noise due to the limited hardware preci-
sion and the discrete sampling process. Since this makes fur-
ther processing of the geometry like the derivation of differ-
ential geometry properties more difficult, these artifacts must 
be removed. For this purpose a !arge pool of mesh smooth-
ing and filtering methods addressing a wide range of aspects 
has been developed. 
Artifacts similar to those from physical scanning can be 
found in meshes extracted from computation grids as used in 
numerical simulation. One example are volume discretiza-
tions for fiow simulation, where the meshes are the exte-
rior boundary surfaces of the simulated ftow volume. In this 
setting the noise comes from discretizing the volume into 
atomic cells. 
Considering the underlying simulation process for the 
above mentioned example, certain additional constraints can 
be identified that demand special attention during smooth-
ing, e.g. preserving clean (noise-free) geometry, preserving 
volume, respecting spatial constraints, etc. 
Based on concrete flow simulation data we build a frame-
work that integrates these constraints and provides an in-
terface to smoothing schemes that are based on the general 
Laplacian approximation. As these schemes define smooth-
ness on the mesh in the same way, we can generically sup-
port them in our framework, while being able to address all 
constraints at the same time. The framework allows to im-
print flow information into the smoothing operator. Though 
this paper describes the processing of a concrete application 
setting, most results can be transferred to similar settings. 
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This paper is structured as follows .. We first explain the ap-
plication setting and the resulting objectives for our frame-
work in Section 2. After giving an overview on related work 
in Section 3, we explain how we meet the objectives from 
Section 2 and point out how our solution can be transferred 
to sirnilar problems in Sections 4, 5, and 6. Finally, we give a 
summary of the presented work and propose future enhance-
ments in Section 7. 
2. Application Setting 
2.1. Notation 
In the following we will refer to a mesh as the piecewise 
linear surface M = (K, P). The set K = { (v1, •• • , vn)lv; E 
{ 1 . .. m}} contains the faces of the polygonal surface, 
namely 1-faces (i) E K, 2-faces (i, j) E K and n-faces 
( i 1 , .• • , in) E K , corresponding to points, edges and poly-
gons. For triangle meshes faces become (i , j,k) E K . For 
simplicity, we will refer to a vertex (i) E K by i. P is an 
ordered set of vertex positions {p; = cp(i) 1 i E K} under the 
geometric realization cp : K ---> JR3 with each vertex p; asso-
ciated with its index i. 
Furtherrnore, the one-ring neighborhood for a vertex i E K 
is given by 
n(i) := {j 1 (i, j) E K or (J,i) E K}, 
which is the set of vertices directly connected to it. Thus, 
ln(i) 1 is the number of direct neighbors of vertex i. 
We use 'II to denote a 3d vector field, which is defined by a 
vector valued function on JR3 . In our setting, a vector field on 
a mesh is the restriction of the 3d vector field to the vertices 
of the mesh, 'II : P ---> JR3 . 
2.2. Data Origin 
The meshes we are dealing with originate from a simula-
tion tool that is being developed in the DaimlerChrysler 
REM/ AC division to simulate the channel shape for the most 
econornic air flow through a given installation space [MKR]. 
The setup for this approach is deterrnined by the installa-
tion space, which defines the allowed spatial extent, and the 
regions for in- and outflow. In order to converge to a sta-
tionary flow, the approach uses a sequence of CFD calcula-
tions based on finite volumes. This implies initially render-
ing the installation space into a computation grid composed 
of atornic cells using volume meshing algorithms. 
The result of the simulation is the flow volume, that is 
swept from inflow to outflow. Its exterior boundary surface 
must be extracted from the simulation data for later CAD-
processing or manufacturing of the channel. The direct ex-
traction of this surface by starting a stream surface from the 
brim of the inlet is not applicable here as the resulting flow 
typically contains many vortices and foldings that produce 
complicated geometries. Instead, the exterior boundary sur-
face of the union of all cells touching the flow is computed. 
Note that the channel interior is not characterized by scalar 
values, making isosurface methods useless here. This sur-
face is exported as a polygonal mesh Msim that inherits the 
discrete, approximating nature from the computation grid 
because of cells only partly contained within the flow vol-
ume. M sim may be an open surface due to the inflow/outflow 
holes. 
The resulting discretization noise in Msim makes later us-
age of the geometry data more difficult. Nevertheless, there 
are regions in M sim that coincide with the boundary of the 
installation space and thus carry no noise. Therefore, Msim 
must be smoothed in noisy regions while at the same time 
the installation space must not be violated. 
For the post-processing of M sim the boundary of the 
installation space is also represented as a polygonal mesh 
Minst · We consider M sim a 2-manifold without topological 
defects such as hanging nodes or rnissing faces. Addition-
ally, the flow information given by a vector field 'II can be 
used for the smoothing. 
2.3. Smoothing Objectives 
The setup provided by the simulation tool implies the fol-
lowing objectives for the smoothing framework: 
1) Triangle meshes Msim must be triangulated with vertex 
valences close to six due to subsequent smoothing. (Sec-
tion 4) 
2) Preserve clean geometry The smoothing should not af-
fect parts that are not noisy (clean). (Section 4) 
3) Prevent aliasing between clean and noisy parts The 
distinction between clean and noisy parts produces alias-
ing artifacts which must be avoided. (Section 4) 
4) Support of anisotropic (directional) smoothing The 
vector field inforrnation is available and should be used 
to tailor the smoothing operator. (Section 5) 
5) Bound the impact of smoothing To ensure that im-
portant geometric features are preserved, while the dis-
cretization noise is reliably removed, over-smoothing 
must be prevented. (Section 5) 
6) Volume preservation Because the computed flow is sen-
sitive to the dimensions of its bounding geometry, the vol-
ume ofthe given geometry must be preserved. (Section 5) 
7) Comply with installation space The smoothed meshes 
must not violate the installation space. (Section 6) 
In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we will show how to set up a frame-
work based on Laplacian smoothing that satisfies the above 
objectives. lt provides a serni-automatic procedure to post-
process M sim for further usage in CAD or manufacturing 
applications. The proposed framework is versatile enough to 
work with any Laplacian based smoothing scheme. 
Objectives 1)-3) are concerned with preparing Msim for 
smoothing and are discussed in detail in Section 4. Objec-
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 1: The pictures illustrate the intended process: (a) shows the installation space Minst• (b) the derived simulated mesh 
M sim• (c) the distinction between noisy parts M free (red) and clean parts M fixed (yellow), (d) the mesh after applying our 
smoothing framework. 
tives 4)-6) affect the smoothing operation which is described 
in Section 5. The last objective 7) ensures the validity of the 
smoothed geometry, as explained in Section 6. 
Due to objective 2) we will distinguish between clean 
parts M fixed = Msim n M;nsi. that need no smoothing and 
must stay fixed, and noisy parts MJree = Msim \Mfixed• 
that can move freely during smoothing. 
2.4. Generalization to otber settings 
Most of the above mentioned objectives also apply to other 
settings. Triangular faces (objective 1)) are required wher-
ever existing polygonal surfaces have to be processed by 
methods working on the simplical representation by trian-
gles. A distinction between noisy and clean mesh regions 
(objective 2), 3)) is useful for geometries emerging from 
heterogeneous creation processes. The prevention of over-
smoothing (objective 5)) is applicable in more or less every 
smoothing application, while exact volume preservation (ob-
jective 6)) rnight be negligible in most applications. At last, 
respecting spatial constraints (objective 7)) becomes crucial 
mainly in engineering applications where geometric models 
have to fit in a complex assembly. 
3. Related Work 
Geometrie models are to a growing extend generated from 
implicit representations as they result from automatic geom-
etry retrieval methods such as laser range scanners and com-
puter tomography, or as a visualization of numerical simula-
tion data. Other sources for initial surface data include iso-
surface extraction from scalar fields [LC87, KBSSOl] and 
surfaces of voxel volume representations. In order to conve-
niently work with the data, it has to be transformed into one 
of the common geometry representations. One of the most 
. versatile representations is the simplicial mesh. The conver-
sion process covers - not necessarily in this order - recon-
structing a manifold surface from the scattered data points, 
de-noising and simplifying it. The objectives accompanying 
this process are usually the validity of the manifold surface, 
the preservation of important geometric features and an effi-
cient data representation. 
Our setting is partly related to this problem in that we 
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have an untriangulated, partly noisy manifold representation 
of the surface. In contrast to most other settings we have to 
consider also spatial constraints for the modifications we im-
pose on the mesh. 
3.1. Mesh Generation 
The task of rendering the scattered data into an initial, prefer-
ably closed manifold triangulation has been pursued by a 
large community [AGJOO, EM94, ACKOI, DG03] . They all 
use the available data points as vertices in a triangle mesh 
with main focus on the validity of the resulting surface. Us-
ing one of those approaches to construct a triangulation from 
the point cloud after stripping the surface off all connectivity 
information is not feasible, since there is no control over the 
resulting vertex valences (Objective 1)). This last aspect is 
important in our setting because smoothing regular meshes 
leads to a more homogeneous triangle density, while vertices 
with high valence produce accumulations of smaller trian-
gles and decrease the smooting rate in those regions. 
If the surface is already given, triangulations satisfying 
special constraints can be computed using re-meshing ap-
proaches [KVLS99, VRKSOl, VRS03] These methods only 
apply when the initial surface is free of errors and noise. 
[SG03] present a method called connectivity regulariza-
tion to minimize the number of irregular vertices in a trian-
gular mesh. Unfortunately, this method assumes the mesh to 
be a low-noise approximation of the geometry which is not 
the case with the data in our setting. 
3.2. Mesh Smoothing 
In a physical digitization process the limited precision of the 
scanning hardware causes the scan data tobe noisy. Surfaces 
of voxel geometries show similar, usually systematic arti-
facts . Surface smoothing methods have been developed to 
remove the artifacts and restore the fair surface. The largest 
class of approaches defines noise as a function of the mesh 
vertices, whose position is changed during the smoothing 
process to minimize the noise. 
In simple Laplacian smoothing noise is directly associ-
ated with the value of the Laplacian approximation known 
as umbrella operator for triangle surfaces. Minimizing a 
functional based on this operator leads to a smooth sur-
face. Since this Operator is only an approximation to an 
energy other functionals have been investigated based on 
the general Laplacian approximation using e.g. mean cur-
vature ftow [DMSB99], scale-dependent Laplacian approx-
imation [Fuj95], or second order Laplacian approximation 
[KCVS98]. An interpretation of Laplacian based smooth-
ing as a form of signal processing has provided theo-
retical background on the application of signal process-
ing tools on meshes [Tau95, Ale02]. If the geometric fea-
tures that must be removed are much !arger than the 
mesh resolution, the unsatisfying performance of the com-
mon approaches can be overcome with multi-resolution ap-
proaches [GSS99, EDD*95]. On the other hand to avoid 
over-smoothing thresholds for the vertex displacements can 
be used [OBBOO] (Objective 5)). Nevertheless, none ofthese 
approaches allows to incorporate directional information 
into the smoothing operator (Objective 4)). 
Another problem that share almost all methods, is the 
shrinkage of the volume enclosed by the surface during 
smoothing [TauOO, DMSB99, GSS99, KCVS98] (Objective 
6)). Most methods employ heuristics to Jessen the effect of 
shrinkage. A generic approach to exactly preserve the vol-
ume was proposed by undoing the volume difference by uni-
forrnly scaling the geometry [DMSB99]. This is, however, 
not suited to process meshes where parts of the geometry 
must stay unchanged (Objectives 2) and 3)). The signal pro-
cessing approach allows to fine tune the method tobe nearly 
volume preserving [Tau95] . To our knowledge there is only 
one approach that is capable of exactly preserving the vol-
ume on an atomic level [LBSP02] (Objective 6)). 
Besides the schemes depending on Laplacian ap-
proximations, there are approaches based on iso-surface 
representations in volumetric scalar fields, as investi-
gated by Tasdizen et al. [TWB003], or methods apply-
ing image processing to face normals like those from 
Ohtake etal. [OBS02, YOB02]. Due to the different surface 
representations these approaches are not applicable in out 
setting. 
3.3. Collision Detection 
Restricting geometric modifications to the interior of given 
spatial constraints is related to the field of collision detec-
tion. This is a topic in robotics, animation and game industry, 
but also in the simulation of physical systems. Common ob-
jectives are temporal inte'grity, real-time capability and dy-
namic data structures [JTTOl, LG98]. Those do not apply to 
our setting as we only need to prevent a modification from 
violating a spatial constraint (Objective 7)). So it suffices to 
compute the signed distances between points and polygons, 
which we can speed up using hierarchical search structures 
such as the Lower-Upper-Bound Tree [JC98] in combination 
with conservative pruning by precomputing the closest point 
transform [Mau03]. 
4. Preparation for Smoothing 
4.1. Triangulation 
lt is common to create mostly regular computation grids by 
intersecting a regular hexahedral grid with the object vol-
ume. This leads to an input mesh Msim consisting of 3-
, 4-, 5- and 6-sided polygons with the wide majority be-
ing quadrilaterals. Since smoothing schemes assume trian-
gle meshes, we triangulate the data instead of adapting the 
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smoothing schemes to arbitrary polygons. As mentioned in 
Section 3 most triangulation methods are designed to render 
point clouds into valid simplicial surfaces. Their objectives 
are usually based on the shape of the resulting triangles. 
In our setting most of the mesh connectivity is already 
given. As most smoothing schemes regularize the mesh, they 
produce a denser triangle distribution in regions of high ver-
tex valence and vice versa. This is not desirable in many 
applications (c.f. Section 5). Regular meshes lead to a ho-
mogeneous triangle density. Therefore, our objective is to 
minimire L, t1} , (1) 
iEX:. 
with 
~ · = {6- ln(i) 1, if i is an interior vertex of M sim, 
1 4- ln(i) I, ifi is a boundary vertex of Msim· 
We chose to implement our own method for two reasons: a 
combinatoric approach is both intricate to set up and com-
putationally expensive, and stochastic methods lack control. 
Thus, we developed a greedy algorithm to triangulate an ex-
isting polygonal mesh with the goal of keeping the vertex 
valences close to six. By splitting a face the valence of the 
affected vertices can only grow. Therefore, the iterative face 
splits are guided to least increase the overall vertex valences 
in the grid per step. While this does not prevent valences 
greater than 6, it lessens the amount of peak valences in fa-
vor of more regular valences (c.f. Table 1 ). The pseudocode 
of the algorithm is given in Figure 2. 
triangulate_polymesh( connectivity /C ) 
let S the set of all potential new edges, 
Smin the subset of S of edges (i, j ) with lowest 
combined valence cv(i, j ) := max(\n(i)\ , \n(j)\) . 
with S = {(i , j )\(i, j) <f_ IC ,3/ E /C: i E f /\j E !}, 
Smin = {(i,j ) E S\'v'(a,b) E S : cv(i , j ) S cv(a,b)} . 
while smin t= 0 
choose s E Smin II arbitrary 
split the face containing (i, j ) into two faces 
sharing (i , j) 
update Sand Smin II only edges adjacent to i or j 
end II while 
Figure 2: The greedy triangulation algorithm. 
The set Smin can be efficiently implemented as a priority 
queue, which is updated after each step for all faces adja-
cent to a new edge. Since each step reduces the number of 
vertices for a polygon until all polygons are triangles, the 
algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. 
Afterwards we improve the result by applying edge ftips 
to the inserted edges until no single ftip further improves the 
regularity. A comparison to an ad-hoc triangulation using the 
first enumerated edge for triangulation is shown in Table 1. 
after initial triangulation 
ad hoc 13 598 1196 11229 1025 580 33 32 
improved 6 82 1214 12035 1372 
after edge fiips 
ad hoc 7 328 1006 12076 945 315 25 4 
improved 6 78 1144 12186 1295 
(valence) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Table 1: The table shows the histogram of vertex valences 
for the mesh from Figure 1 after performing the triangula-
tion (two upper rows) and after thefollowing edgeflips (two 
lower rows). 
4.2. Restriction to Noisy Part 
Retrieving M fixed involves finding those vertices in M sim 
that also lie in M;ns1 or a certain epsilon hull around it. This 
is usually done using the approach mentioned in Section 6. 
In the present setting, however, M;ns1 and Msim are de-
fined on the same set of vertex positions in 3d. This geomet-
ric correspondence, which is depicted in Figures l(a) and 
l(b), simplifie·s the determination of M fixed in that we only 
need to find the set of corresponding vertices 
Pfued = P sim n P;ns1 · 
Because both meshes being given as distinct datasets, the 
limited precision of the ftoating-point representation may 
cause equal positions to differ if compared on a binary ba-
sis. To overcome this the points are inftated to E-cubes and 
compared by checking for intersections. In a concrete imple-
mentation this is efficiently done using a binary tree based on 
a tolerant comparison operator. 
The binary attribute introduced by weighing vertices i in 
M free with µ; = 1 and those in M fixed with µ; = 0 causes 
aliasing effects at the transition between fixed a:nd free re-
gions. This is due to vertices originating from cells only 
partly contained within the ftow volume that touch the in-
stallation space (see Figure 3). 
To realize a smooth transition and allow a certain strip 
of the fixed region to be affected by smoothing we Jet the 
weights µ; of the free vertices diffuse to their neighboring 
fixed vertices. We modeled the diffusion process by a fixed 
number of smoothing steps on the weights µ; E [O, l), 
, if i E M fixed 
, else. 
Then the weights µ; are used to impose a local damping on 
the smoothing operation. An example of smoothing with and 
without smooth transition is shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). 
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(a) (b) 
Msim Minst cells on surface smooth Msim aliasing 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3: This figure shows the transition between M fixed 
and M free with aliasing ( a) and without (b ). Note the harsh 
ridge in ( a). The reason for the aliasing effect between 
M fixed and M free gets clear by comparing the unsmoothed 
(c) and smoothed (d) mesh. 
5. Smoothing 
5.1. Laplacian Based Smoothing Schemes 
Surface properties are often expressed in tenfis of energy 
functionals, whose minimization is directly related to the op-
timization of the property. For a manifold surface S C R3 
which is parameterized by 
f: R2 __, S, 
such a functional is in most cases defined by the membrane 
energy 
(2) 
or the thin plate energy 
f 2 2 2 ETP(f) := fuu + 2fuv + f vv· 
Here f * denote the first and second derivatives with respect 
to the parameterization. While EM is related to the surface 
area, Erp is usually meant to be an approximation of the 
bending energy. As variational calculus shows, the minimum 
energy surfaces are characterized by the first and second or-
der Laplace operator 
/'::,/ := fuu + fvv = 0 
and 
/'::, 
2 f := fuuuu + 2fuuvv + f wvv = 0. 
These operators are sensitive to short ripples in a surface S, 
hence they result in a direct measure for the noise magnitude 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4: This figure shows the mesh smoothed isotropically 
( a), and with directional control of the smoothing operation 
(b) with theflow direction indicated by the arrows. Geomet-
riefeatures perpendicular to the fiow are smoothed in (a) 
while mainly being kept in ( b ). 
in surfaces. On a piecewise linear mesh the linear approxi-
mation of the first order Laplace operator is given through 
the general Laplacian approximation 
L:(pi) := Wjjpj + L WijP j (3) 
jEn(i) 
with edge-weights Wij satisfying 
Wjj = - L Wjj , (4) 
jEn(i) 
which is for a vertex i a function of its one ring neighborhood 
n(i) . A Laplacian based smoothing scheme solves L:(pi) = 0 
for all i E K, by an explicit or implicit method. All schemes 
representing some modification ofLaplacian smoothing still 
suffer from some of the following three drawbacks: 
Trivial Convergence In the unconstrained setup all vertices 
are subject to smoothing. The minimization objective for 
Laplacian smoothing results in a mesh converging to a 
point or a tense membrane spanned between fixed bound-
aries in case of the first order Laplacian. 
Unsatisfactory Performance on Large Features If the 
features to be smoothed are much !arger than the local 
face size of the mesh, the local support of the Lapla-
cian operator imposes a significant slowdown of the 
smoothing. 
Parametric Distortion Some applications like texturing 
are sensitive to parametric distortions. The relaxation pro-
cess represented by Laplacian smoothing implicitly regu-
larizes the parameterization and thus distorts it. 
Except the first, none of these drawbacks affect our setting. 
5.2. Directional Smoothing 
The vector field 'l' defining the stationary flow resulting from 
the simulation determines the shape of the flow volume. 
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Therefore, it is natural to use the vector field information 
for the smoothing of M sim· We achieve this by choosing 
the edge-weights in the general Laplacian approximation de-
pending on the vector value at th.e mesh vertices. 
Tue 3d vector field 'II is defined on a mesh of 3d cells with 
vector values either on the cell vertices or the cell centers and 
is tobe understood interpolatory in between. We incorporate 
the vector information in the smoothing stencil by modifying 
the edge-weights, such that the noise term in ftow direction 
is attenuated stronger than perpendicular to it. Consequently, 
neither amount nor sign of the vector field is needed. Only 
its direction is important. 
Smoothing means minimizing the Laplacian such that the 
mesh converges to L'.(pi) = 0, i E K. Directional information 
is now incorporated into (3) by damping the inftuence of val-
ues crossing the ftow while favoring those in ftow direction. 
This yields the unnormalized weights 
with 0ij being the angle between ftow direction '!'(Pi) and 
edge PiPj measured in the plane defined by the vertex nor-
mal. Tue cosine is squared to keep w;j positive. Tue bal-
ance between isotropic and anisotropic parts. of the Lapla-
cian is controlled by a user-defined value µflow· If wij are the 
weights from the isotropic general Laplacian approximation 
(3), the choice 
results in isotropic smoothing for µ flow = 0 and completely 
direction-dependent smoothing for µflow -> oo. Tue sum 
constraint in (4) requires LjWij = 0. So normalizing w;j 
finally leads to the new general Laplacian approximation 
weights 
- 1 " Wij = ~Wij> 
"-j wij 
W;; = -1. 
This weight definition can be applied to any smoothing 
scheme based on the general Laplacian approximation (3). 
Tue result of applying directional smoothing can be seen in 
Figure 4. 
Since the vector values '!'(Pi) and the vertex normals de-
pend on the vertex positions Pi· both should be re-evaluated 
after each smoothing step. Tue vertex normals are easily re-
computed after each smoothing step, while calculating the 
interpolated vector values requires a complex treatment of 
the 3d cell structure and the implementation of an interpola-
tion scheme as described in [SML98]. For our setting we as-
sume that face sizes are small compared to the ftow features . 
Thus, it is not necessary to update the flow information at 
the displaced vertex position after each smoothing step. 
5.3. Bounding the Smoothing Impact 
Depending on the number of smoothing steps arbitrary 
!arge features can be removed. We avoid over-smoothing by 
adapting the approach of [OBBOO]. Originally, they thresh-
old the vertex displacement based on the Laplacian value, 
which does not allow a geometric interpretation. lnstead, 
we use the mean curvature K(p) as proposed in [MDSB02]. 
For Laplacian smoothing the vertex displacement for each 
smoothing step Pi +- Pi + A.:C(pi) is thresholded by 
, eise 
(5) 
with a user-controlled threshold T . 
Because the mean curvature K is a geometric invariant, 
damping with a threshold value of T forces the smoothing 
scheme to tlatten the surface no more than the bending of a 
sphere with radius r = j. . If the radius is too small with re-
spect to the surface resolution, the actual notion of a touch-
ing sphere defining curvature is no longer valid. 
5.4. lmplementing the Volume Preserving Scheme 
Tue sixth objective is volume preservation, which practically 
all sophisticated smoothing schemes address. In our setting 
the separate treatment of noisy and clean parts of the mesh 
requires volume preservation at an atomic level. As pointed 
out in Section 3 the only approach with these capabilities is 
that of Liu et al. [LBSP02]. 
Based on the general Laplacian approximation (3), this 
approach uses the membrane energy (2) under the constraint 
of volume preservation. Both smoothing and volume preser-
vation are kept local by defining the energy on a smooth-
ing stencil for two adjacent vertices i and j and their joined 
one-ring neighborhoods n(i, j) := n(i) U n(j) and n(i, j) := 
n:(i, j) \ {i , j} by · 
&(i, j) = ! (c(i)2 + cu)2 + L. L'.(k)2) 
2 kEn(i ,j ) 
~ L (WkkPk + L Wk1P1) 2 (6) 
kEn(i,j ) IEn(k) 
with weights Wij from,the general Laplacian approximation 
(3). Liu et al. keep the volume constrained minimization of 
(6) with respect to the positions of Pi and Pj linear by de-
composing it into two linear steps. First (6) is encoded as a 
least squares problem 
&(i, j) = ~llKP-Q ll 2 , 
which is solved with respect to P = (PiP j f . This leads to 
a ftattened stencil with new vertex positions p; and p} and a 
volume difference ßVo. 
In a second step (6) is minimized again with the additional 
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Figure 5: This figure shows a closeup of Msim ( a), and the 
result of smoothing without collision detection (b ). 
constraint that the volume changes by AV1 = -AVo. To lin- , 
earize this constraint both vertices are displaced by the same 
vector w, which allows to express AV1 as 
AVi (w) = nT w, (7) 
where n is a fix vector depending only on the vertices of the 
smoothing stencil. The additional constraint (7) is included 
using Lagrange multipliers. 
Since the method is based on equatiön (6), our modifica-
tion of the weights w;j integrates searnlessly. 
6. Collision Detection 
In order to restrict the geometric modifications to the interior 
of the installation space, we initially assume that Msim is 
completely contained within M;ns1 and discard each atomic 
operation that would lead to an intersection of Msim with 
M;nst· In cases where M;nsr and Msim are not closed, the 
convex hull can be used to reintroduce the notion of interior 
and exterior in the vicinity of the surface hole. As long as 
Minst generously covers the affected regions of Msim• no 
such distinction should be necessary. 
The restriction to the interior is accomplished by detect-
ing collisions between Msim and M;nst · The necessity of 
applying collision detection is illustrated in Figure 5, which 
shows a case where the smoothed mesh violates M;nst · Al-
though this detection can be computed in the neighborhood 
of the local smoothing operation, we face numerical prob-
lems where both meshes touch. As a robust, though approx-
imate alternative we use the signed point-surface distance 
to detect if a modified vertex position leaves the installation 
space. This is only possible if interior and exterior of the in-
stallation space can efficiently be determined, so we assume 
M;ns1 tobe oriented with its surface normals pointing out-
side. lf M;ns1 and M sim have a similar mesh resolution, this 
check is sufficient in practice in most cases. 
We limit the combinatoric complexity of the distance 
computation by organizing the faces of M;ns1 in a search 
structure. Since the triangles have spatial extent, we employ 
the LUB (Lower Upper Bound) tree [JC98]. lt approximates 
objects by their bounding boxes, whose projections to the co-
ordinate axes are intervals. These are arranged in a temary, 
best balanced search tree, the so-called LUB tree. lt provides 
a small set of triangles that contains the closest tri angle to the 
query point. The average case of a nearest neighbor query 
runs in logarithmic complexity with respect to the number 
of mesh triangles. 
To determine on which side of M;ns1 a query point q lies, 
the shortest distance has to be computed to the triangles re-
tumed by the nearest neighbor query to the LUB tree. Since 
M;ns1 is a triangle mesh, the closest point c on M;ns1 to q 
lies either on a triangle, on an edge or at a vertex. We distin-
guish between interior and exterior of M;ns1 by comparing 
the ray from c to q with the surface normal at the c. 
In general, M;ns1 represents an oriented surface and from 
either of its sides emanate the 3d Voronoi regions of its enti-
ties. By definition, a query point q lies in the Voronoi region 
of its closest mesh entity e E {face ,edge, vertex}. If e is a 
face, p.+ ( e) is the volume generated by sweeping e along 
its positive normal direction. If e is an edge and l the line 
containing e, then the wedge w +(e) is the sei of all points 
l + A.no + µn1 , A.,µ > 0, where no and n1 are the normals 
of the faces adjacent to e. Now it suffices to decide for the 
closest entity e if the point q is contained in the Voronoi re-
gion v - (e) c R3 emanating to the inner side of Minst or 
the Voronoi region v + ( e) emanating to the outer side: 
eisaface: qEV+ (e) , ifq E P+. 
e is an edge: q E v + (e), if p+ (!0) n p+ (!1) ~ e for the 
faces fo and /1 adjacent to e. 
e is a vertex: q E y + (e), if it lies in every w + (t) of an edge 
t emanating from e with p+ (fo) np+ (!1) ~ t forthe faces 
fo and /1 adjacent tot . 
Otherwise, the point lies on the other side of the surface or 
on it. In a practical implementation, all Voronoi regions in-
tersect by an epsilon to make the computation watertight. 
For meshes with boundary the above classifications must be 
adapted. 
Note that this procedure does not detect self-intersections, 
which we do not expect to occur in normal cases. , 
The displacement of a point can only cause it to leave the 
installation space, if it is larger than the closest distance be-
tween the point and Minst· By initially assigning each vertex 
of Msim its closest d.istance to Minst in a preprocessing step, 
we are able to avoid most of the closest point calculations 
during smoothing. 
7. Conclusion and Future Work 
We have presented a framework for post-processing of ge-
ometry data originating from ftow simulation on discrete 
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computation grids. Tue concrete application setting from a 
simulation tool in car manufacturing motivated to demand 
restricting constraints on the post-processing: generation of 
a triangle mesh, distinction between clean and noisy geome-
try including aliasing effects, consideration of the flow field, 
bounding the smoothing impact, volume preservation and re-
specting the installation space. We showed how to incorpo-
rate these objectives with the general Laplacian approx.ima-
tion, so that the constructed framework can be applied to any 
Laplacian based smoothing scheme. This results in a semi-
automatic conversion of the noisy simulation mesh to a fair 
triangle mesh suitable for further processing. 
Our future work will focus on enhancing the presented 
framework. Topics that we will address concem the auto-
matic choice and optimization of the remaining free parame-
ters in our framework. For example, tbe threshold for bound-
ing the smoothing impact sbould be determined based on 
the known average error in the mesh. Also we will improve 
the approx.imate collision detection procedure to produce al-
ways exact results . 
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